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A fun craft and lore book whose main focus is a step-by-step guide to how to build a fairy house,

what tools and materials to use, and many ideas on different details you can add to your fairy

house. Also included are bits of fairy lore, fairy dos and dont&#39;s, fairy wisdom, and other fairy

crafts and activities. This book will be heavily illustrated with hands on photos of fairy house

building, and photos of steps for some of the specific details.Fairy House are spreading beyond the

coast of Maine and becoming a fun and popular subject for people around the country. This book

will be a very fun hands-on how-to book that will be popular with parents looking for something

whimsical and creative to do outdoors. It will also have great pictures, stories, and activities that will

capture the imagination of a child.Written for children, or anyone with a child&#39;s heart.
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The biggest rule in fairy house building: "fairy houses must be made from materials found in

nature".This sweet book is attractively arranged into nine sections that will take you and your little

fairy lover from scouting for just the right place for your fairy house to gathering materials from

nature, building it and then attracting fairies. Cute. It encourages children to explore nature, to plan,

to create charts, drawings, organizational sketches. It shows them how to make stained glass

windows for their fairy houses using twigs and sea glass, and how to expand on their house once it

is finished.It's printed on wonderful card stock paper with large and detailed photos. and it's the

perfect size for little hands and laps. About 7" by 8". I love the poems before each chapter, too.It's a



thoughtfully created book that my grandchildren and I will have hours of fun with.

Would like more pictures and less fairylore. Good book for fairy lovers.

I ordered this for my granddaughter for Christmas, it is such a cute book! She loves the outdoors,

and has made a very cute fairy house in a flower pot. They live in a wooded area, so I know this

book will give her a lot of creative ideas. The book is not a large size book, but it is very nice in the

care of photos and general treatment of the subject matter. Any young lady would love this, and

maybe some nature loving young boys.

When I was a little girl, I always looked for fairies in the garden. When my granddaughter told me

that she and her best friend were building fairy houses, I immediately looked for a book that would

be suitable. My granddaughter & I both read the book--it was wonderful, and I now have a fairy

house under a hosta near my backyard shed. Thank you!

I purchased three books on fairy gardens as a starting point for two of my daughters and I work

together to create fairy gardens in our yards next spring. I let each of them select one of the books

for themselves. Neither gave this book a second glance after seeing the other two. As I looked at all

three, I had to agree. Overall it is a good book with good photos and writing, but it visually appears

text heavy due to the large size and vertical spacing of the text. Although I love to read and have

made a successful living writing, for something that ultimately is as visual as a fairy garden, I am

more attracted to the photos of potential materials, and sequential photos of various gardens being

built with the text supporting the photos, rather than photos supporting the text as in this book.

However, I have read it twice already and have made notes about things I really liked init.

This is a really cute little book with wonderful photographs, illustrations, and much info for the fairy

house enthusiast.

I bought this to add to a fairy garden kit. While it is not particularly helpful for fairy gardens, it gives

lots of fun ideas for more natural fairy houses. My girls have poured over it and little fairy houses

from twigs, leaves and shells have popped up all over the yard. Very sweet!

A sweet book that will be a childhood treasure. A great guide to fairy houses for my children, with



inspiring pictures. Great ideas and construction tips for everything a fairy house might need, down to

the stain glass window. The best part is we have to go hunting for our supplies outdoors, nothing to

be bought in the stores. Turn off the tv and get outside with your young ones, they will treasure the

time and the book, and surely share it with their children too.
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